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A systematic study of the local convective heat transport in turbulent thermal convection is carried out in
small-aspect-ratio cells filled with water. The local convective heat flux is obtained from the simultaneous
velocity and temperature measurements over varying Rayleigh numbers and spatial positions across the entire
convection cell. Large fluctuations of the local convective heat flux are found mainly in the vertical direction
and they are determined primarily by the thermal plumes in the system. The experiment reveals the spatial
distribution of the local convective heat flux in a closed cell and thus settles a long-debated issue on how heat
is transported in small-aspect-ratio cells.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An intriguing feature of turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard con-
vection is the emergence of a coherent large-scale circulation
(LSC), which spans the height of the convection cell[1–4].
This coherent flow structure arises in a turbulent environ-
ment with irregular bursts of thermal plumes from the upper
and lower thermal boundary layers. In an attempt to further
understand the structure and dynamics of the thermal
plumes, we have recently carried out a series of independent
temperature and velocity measurements in turbulent thermal
convection[5–9]. Using the techniques of laser Doppler ve-
locimetry (LDV ), thermometry, and flow visualization, we
mapped out the temperature and velocity fields in the plane
of LSC. The temperature and velocity measurements were
conducted in convection cells with different aspect ratios and
over varying Rayleigh numbers and spatial positions across
the entire cell. Water was used as the convecting fluid, in
which both the temperature and velocity measurements can
be made with high accuracy. These local measurements pro-
vided a body of reliable velocity and temperature data and
complemented the global measurements of heat transport in
turbulent convection[1,10–15].

An important finding of these experiments is that the spa-
tial distribution of thermal plumes in a closed convection cell
is neither homogeneous nor isotropic. The thermal plumes
organize themselves in such a way that warm plumes accu-
mulate on one side of the cell and cold plumes concentrate
on the opposite side of the cell. The warm and cold plumes,
which are separated laterally in the two opposing sidewall
regions, exert buoyancy forces on the fluid and drive the
vertical flow near the sidewall. The central core region is
“sheared” by the rising and falling plumes, resulting in a
large-scale circulation across the cell height. This coherent
quasi-two-dimensional flow structure is superimposed on a
turbulent background with large velocity fluctuations both in
the central region and near the cell boundary.

An important question one might ask is how the spatial
organization of the thermal plumes and the large-scale flow
structure affect the heat transport in turbulent thermal con-
vection. A large number of global heat transport measure-

ments have been carried out in various convecting fluids and
under different experimental conditions[1–4,16]. Some of
the measurements were conducted with a wide parameter
range and great precession[1,10–15]. These measurements
have stimulated considerable theoretical efforts aimed at ex-
plaining the functional form of the measured Nusselt number
(normalized total heat flux) NusRa,Prd as a function of two
experimental control parameters: the Rayleigh number Ra
and the Prandtl number Pr. Like many transport phenomena
in condensed matter physics, the measured macroscopic
transport properties can often be explained by theories with
different microscopic mechanisms[1–4]. A main issue of an
unresolved theoretical debate is whether the heat transport in
turbulent convection is determined primarily by thermal
plumes or by the large-scale circulation. Direct measure-
ments of the local heat flux, therefore, become essential to
the understanding of the heat transport mechanism in turbu-
lent convection.

In this paper, we report simultaneous measurements of the
local velocity vsr ,td and the local temperatureTsr ,td, from
which we obtain the local convective heat flux[17,18]

Jsr d =
kvsr ,tddT0sr ,tdltH

kDT
, s1d

wherek is the thermal diffusivity of the convecting fluid,DT
is the temperature difference across the convection cell of
height H, and k¯lt represents a time average overt. The
local temperature fluctuation is defined asdT0sr ,td=Tsr ,td
−T0 with T0 being the mean temperature of the bulk fluid. As
indicated by Eq.(1), the local convective fluxJsr d is normal-
ized by the conductive heat fluxkDT/H. In the experiment,
we measureJsr d over varying Rayleigh numbers and spatial
position r across the entire cell. These measurements reveal
how heat is transported vertically out of the thin thermal
boundary layers near the upper and lower conducting sur-
faces. It is found that the heat transport in turbulent convec-
tion over the parameter range studied is carried out mainly
by the thermal plumes. The experiment shows that the heat
transport in the aspect-ratio-1 cell takes place primarily
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along the cell periphery in the direction of the large-scale
circulation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
first describe the apparatus and the experimental method in
Sec. II. Experimental results are discussed in Sec. III. Fi-
nally, the work is summarized in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment is conducted in two upright cylindrical
cells filled with water. The two convection cells have the
same inner diameter ofD=19.0 cm but their height is differ-
ent; one is 20.5 cm and the other is 40.9 cm. The corre-
sponding aspect ratiosA=diameterD /heightHd of the two
cells is, respectively,A.1 and A.0.5. Details about the
apparatus have been described elsewhere[16,19], and here
we mention only some key points. The sidewall of the cells
is made of a transparent Plexiglas ring with wall thickness
0.6 cm. The top and bottom plates are made of brass and
their surfaces are electroplated with a thin layer of gold. The
thickness of the top plate is 1.0 cm and that of the bottom
plate is 0.85 cm. The Plexiglas ring is sandwiched between
the two plates and is sealed to the top and bottom plates via
two rubber O rings. Two silicon rubber film heaters con-
nected in parallel are sandwiched on the backside of the bot-
tom plate to provide constant and uniform heating. A dc
power supply with 99.99% long-term stability is used to pro-
vide the heating power. The voltage applied to the heaters
varies from 20 to 80 V, and the corresponding heating power
is in the range between 23 W and 371 W. The upper side of
the top plate together with a circular aluminum cover form a
closed cooling chamber, whose temperature is maintained
constant by circulating cold water from a temperature-
controlled bath and circulator. The temperature stability of
the circulator is 0.01°C. The temperature differenceDT be-
tween the top and bottom plates is measured by two ther-
mistors embedded in each plate.

The two cells are used to change the aspect ratio and to
extend the accessible range of the Rayleigh number Ra
=agDTH3/ snkd, whereg is the gravitational acceleration,H
is the cell height, anda, n, andk are, respectively, the ther-
mal expansion coefficient, the kinematic viscosity, and the
thermal diffusivity of the convecting fluid(water). The nu-
merical values of the fluid parameters are taken from the
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics[20]. The A=1
cell covers the Ra range between 9.83108 and 7.63109. In
the A=0.5 cell the maximum value of Ra can reach up to
5.931010. In the experiment, the temperature differenceDT
between the top and bottom plates varies from 4.8°C to
35°C depending on the heating power. By adjusting the tem-
perature of the cooling water, we maintain the temperature of
the bulk fluid at,29°C for all the measurements. At this
temperature, one has n.8.2310−3 cm2/s, k.1.5
310−3 cm2/s, and the corresponding Prandtl number Pr
=n /k.5.5. The temperature stability of the top and bottom
plates is found to be within 0.1°C in standard deviation,
which is less than 2.1% of the minimumDT used in the
experiment.

Figure 1(a) shows the experimental arrangement for the
simultaneous velocity and temperature measurements. Local

velocity measurements are conducted using a two-
component LDV system(TSI Inc.) together with an argon-
ion laser(Coherent Innova 90). A long rectangular flat win-
dow (W) made of transparent Plexiglas with wall thickness
0.6 cm is inserted onto the sidewall to admit the incident
laser beams and observe the scattered light by seed particles.
The width of the optical window is 3 cm and the length
remains the same as the height of the Plexiglas ring. The use
of the flat window eliminates the optical distortions gener-
ated by the curvature of the sidewall and thus increases the
LDV data rate, especially in the central region of the cell.
Two pairs of laser beams of different colors(blue and green)
coming from a LDV fiber-optic transceiver are directed
through the optical window and focused onto a single point
inside the convection cell. The fiber-optic transceiver has a

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup(top
view): T, temperature probe; 1, 2, two laser beams for LDV; W,
optical window.(b) Space coordinates used for the presentation of
the local convective heat flux measurements. The long horizontal
(HS) and vertical(VS) arrows indicate, respectively, the tracks of
the horizontal and vertical scans of the simultaneous velocity and
temperature measurements. The three crosses marked with a num-
ber indicate the positions used for the statistical study of local flux
fluctuations. The dashed arrows near the sidewall indicate the direc-
tion of the large-scale circulation.
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receiving fiber, which collects the scattered light in the back-
ward direction and feeds it to two photomultiplier tubes. One
of the photomultiplier tubes detects the blue light and the
other detects the green light. The laser focusing spot has a
cylindrical probe volume of 1.31 mm in length and 0.09 mm
in diameter. The two laser beams shown in Fig. 1(a) are in
the horizontal plane and are used to measure the horizontal
velocity vx in thex direction. The other two laser beams(not
shown) are in the vertical plane parallel to the propagation
direction of the laser beams. These two beams are used to
measure the vertical velocityvz along thez axis.

Monodisperse polymer latex spheres of 4.75mm in diam-
eter are used as seed particles. Because their density
s1.05 g/cm3d closely matches that of water, the seed par-
ticles follow the local flow well. With the LDV arrangement
shown in Fig. 1(a), we measure the local velocity as a func-
tion of time, and the measuring position(laser focusing spot)
can be varied continuously along they axis (horizontal scan)
and thez axis (vertical scan). This is accomplished by mov-
ing the fiber-optic transceiver, which is mounted on a travers-
able table. It has been shown[5,6] that LDV is capable of
measuring the flow velocity with high accuracy(better than
1%) over the entire convection cell, except near the upper
and lower thermal boundary layers, whose thickness is
,1 mm at Ra.109.

A typical sampling rate of the velocity measurements is
10–15 Hz, which is approximately 3–10 times(depending
on the value of Ra) larger than the cutoff frequency of the
velocity fluctuations in the system. Typically, we take
2-h-long time series data(,105 data points) at each spatial
position for the profile measurements and7-h-long time se-
ries data(,43105 data points) for further statistical analy-
sis. This data accumulation time is much longer than the time
scale associated with the large-scale circulation, which is of
the order of 1 min at Ra.33109, ensuring that the statisti-
cal average of flow properties is adequate. In this way, we
obtain a complete series of velocity data at various Rayleigh
numbers and spatial positions with the highest statistical ac-
curacy possible. In the calculation of the velocity statistics,
we use the transit time weighting to correct for the velocity
sampling bias[21].

Temperature measurements are simultaneously taken us-
ing a multichannel LDV interface module(TSI Datalink) for
synchronization of the data acquisition. A triggering pulse
from the LDV signal processor initiates the acquisition of an
analog temperature signal. A small movable thermistor(T) of
0.2 mm in diameter, 15 ms in response time, and 20 mK/V
in temperature sensitivity (Thermometrics, AB6E3-
B05KA202R) is used to measure the local fluid temperature
Tsr ,td. All the thermistors used in the experiment are cali-
brated individually with an accuracy of 0.01°C. To guide the
thermistor into the cell, we install a horizontal stainless steel
tube on the sidewall opposite the optical window. The stain-
less steel tube(Type 304 SS hypodermic tubing) has an outer
diameter 1.07 mm and wall thickness 0.19 mm and is
mounted at the midheight of the cell. Thin thermistor wires
thread through the stainless steel tube from the outside and a
small head piece of the sensor tip sticks out of the tube end
inside the convection cell. The tube end together with the
sensor tip is sealed with glue so that the convecting fluid

cannot leak out through the stainless steel tube. The tube can
slide in and out so thatTsr ,td can be measured at various
horizontal positions along the cell diameter(horizontal scan).

Similarly, we also install a vertical stainless steel tube
through the center of the top plate and measureTsr ,td along
the central vertical axis of the cell(vertical scan). In the
experiment, we place the thermistor at a position very close
to the laser focusing spot. The spatial separation between the
laser focusing spot and the thermistor tip is fixed and we will
discuss how the separation is chosen in the next section. The
thermistor is connected to an ac bridge as a resistance arm.
The voltage signals from the ac bridge are fed to the inter-
face module, whose output is connected to the LDV signal
processor. A host computer is used to store each pair of ve-
locity and temperature measurements with the same time
stamp. Because the measurements of the two velocity chan-
nels are conducted independently, which allows a higher
sampling rate compared with coincident measurements be-
tween the two velocity channels, the temperature time series
has approximately twice as many data points as that of each
velocity component. To facilitate the calculation of the power
spectrum and the correlation function, which requires evenly
spaced time series data, both the temperature and velocity
time series are extrapolated linearly according to the average
sampling rate of the temperature measurements. Calculations
of the local convective heat flux are also made using the
extrapolated time series data. The use of the evenly spaced
time series data helps to correct for the velocity sampling
bias of unevenly sampled LDV data[21].

Figure 1(b) shows the space coordinates to be used below
in the presentation of the local convective heat flux measure-
ments. The origin of the coordinate system is chosen to co-
incide with the center of the lower conducting surface. Thex
andz axes are in the rotation plane of the LSC and they axis
is perpendicular to the rotation plane. The long horizontal
(HS) and vertical (VS) arrows indicate, respectively, the
tracks of the horizontal and vertical scans of the simulta-
neous velocity and temperature measurements. The three
crosses shown in Fig. 1(b) indicate the positions used for the
study of the statistical properties of local convective heat flux
fluctuations. Early temperature measurements[22] showed
that the azimuth of LSC rotates slowly in time when the
cylindrical cell is leveled perfectly. It was found recently that
the LSC in the leveled cylindrical cell also reverses its rota-
tional direction randomly[23,24].

To pin down the azimuthal rotation and the random rever-
sal of the LSC, we tip the cell with a small angles,1°d by
adding a few sheets of paper on one side of the cell bottom.
Ciliberto et al. [25] have shown that such a small tilt does
not affect turbulent convection very much. When we tip the
cell at position B[see Fig. 1(a)], the LSC is set up in thex
-z plane and the direction of rotation is shown by the two
long-dashed arrows in Fig. 1(b). In this case, the LDV setup
shown in Fig. 1(a) is capable of measuring the two in-plane
velocity componentsvx and vz. One can also tip the cell at
position A and set up LSC in they-z plane. In this case, we
can measure the in-plane velocity component along the mean
flow direction and the out-of-plane velocity component per-
pendicular to the rotation plane of the LSC. To avoid confu-
sion, hereinafter we choose thex-z plane to coincide with the
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rotation plane of the LSC regardless of the actual arrange-
ment of the tilt.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurement of the local convective heat flux

According to Eq.(1), the local convective heat fluxJsr d is
obtained from simultaneous measurements of the local ve-
locity vsr ,td and the local temperatureTsr ,td at the same
position r . In the experiment, however, we have to measure
vsr ,td and Tsr ,td at two different positions with a small
separation,, so that the thermistor tip does not block the
laser beams. This separation should be small compared with
the correlation lengthj between the temperature and velocity
fluctuations. On the other hand, it should be large enough to
minimize the disturbances produced by the thermistor tip to
the velocity measurement. Figure 2(a) shows the velocity-
temperature cross-correlation functiongcstd=kdvzstddTst
+tdl / svrmsTrmsd, as a function of delay timet measured at
the cell center. Here the temperature fluctuation is defined as

dTstd=Tstd−T̄, with T̄ being the local mean value ofTstd.

Similarly, the vertical velocity fluctuation is defined as
dvzstd=vzstd− v̄z, wherev̄z (.0 at the cell center) is the local
mean value ofvzstd. The cross-correlation function is nor-
malized by the product of the velocity and temperature stan-
dard deviations,vrms andTrms. It is found that the measured
gcstd has a single peak att.0. The amplitude of the peak is
g0;gcs0d.0.3, which is much larger than the background
noise at the level of 0.05.

From the inset of Fig. 2(a), we find that the full width at
half maximum(FWHM) of the peak isGVT.5.6 s. The cor-
responding autocorrelation functions of the temperature and
velocity fluctuations themselves(not shown) have a similar
shape to the cross-correlation function and their FWHM val-
ues are, respectively,GT.2.4 s andGV.5.5 s at Ra=3.6
3109. Clearly, the FWHM value of the measuredgcstd is
determined by the larger peak widthGV. The half peak width
GT/2 of the temperature autocorrelation function provides
information about the transient time,Gt /2.dp/U, for the
temperature fluctuations of characteristic sizedp (“vertical
plume size”) passing through the temperature probe with a
speed U [8]. At Ra=3.63109, we have U.Urms
.3.3 mm/s and thusdp.3.9 mm. This value ofdp is
slightly larger than the average thermal boundary layer thick-

nessd̄ (.1 mm) at the same Ra[26]. Figure 2(a) thus sug-
gests that the correlated fluctuations are localized events and
occur mostly in small time intervals(i.e., in the form of
“plumes”) even at the cell center. Similar cross-correlation
functions are also observed near the sidewall.

Figure 2(b) shows how the measuredg0 varies with the
separation, between the LDV focusing spot and the ther-
mistor tip. Because the convective flow is slow and the time
average runs for less than an hour for these measurements,
theg0s,d obtained has somewhat larger scatter. Nevertheless,
it is clearly shown thatg0s,d decreases with increasing,, and
the decay may be described by a simple exponential function
g0s,d=0.3 exps−, /jd, with j=26 mm (solid curve). A simi-
lar correlation length is also found in the sidewall region.
From these measurements we decided to keep the separation
at a minimal value,0=0.7±0.2 mm. This distance is three
times larger than the tip diameter of the thermistor but 37
times smaller than the correlation lengthj. It is comparable
to the thermal boundary layer thicknessd (.0.8 mm at Ra
=3.63109), which is the smallest length scale in turbulent
convection. For the measurements in the sidewall region, the
thermistor is always placed at the downstream position to
further minimize the disturbances produced by the tempera-
ture probe.

Another issue in the calculation ofJsr d is the choice of
the reference temperatureT0 used in the definition of the
temperature fluctuationdT0sr ,td=Tsr ,td−T0. The value of
T0 should remain the same across the entire body of the
convecting fluid. Figure 3(a) compares the temperature his-
togramsHsdT0d measured at the cell center(circles) and near
the sidewall(triangles). Here we took the most probable tem-
perature asT0, which is determined from the peak position of
the measuredHsdT0d. Because temperature fluctuations at
the cell center are symmetric, the value ofT0 is the same as

the local average temperatureT̄. In the plume-dominated
sidewall region, however, temperature fluctuations become

FIG. 2. (a) Measured velocity-temperature cross-correlation
functiongcstd as a function of delay timet at Ra=3.63109. In the
measurement, both the velocity and temperature probes are placed
at the cell center and their separation is,=0.5 mm. The inset shows
the samegcstd with smaller range oft aroundt.0. (b) Measured
correlation amplitudeg0s,d as a function of,. The solid curve
shows the fitted functiong0s,d=0.3 exps−, /jd, with j=26 mm.
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highly skewed toward one direction and the measured
HsdT0d shows a long decay tail. In this case,T0 is no longer

equal toT̄. In addition to the numerical difference, the mea-
suredT̄ also shows considerable spatial variations.

Figure 3(b) shows the horizontal profiles of the measured
T̄ (solid circles) andT0 (open circles) in the midplane of the
cell as a function of the normalized horizontal positionx/D.

It is seen that the local average temperatureT̄ remains con-
stant only in the central region and gradually increases by
more than 0.3°C when moved to the sidewall region. The

value ofT̄ reaches maximum near the sidewall, where warm
plumes concentrate. It has been shown[6] that on the oppo-

site side of the cell cold plumes accumulate andT̄ reaches a
minimum value instead. The most probable temperatureT0,
on the other hand, is found to remain on a constant baseline
(solid line) across the entire body of the convecting fluid.
Therefore, we choose the most probable temperature as the
reference temperature in the calculation ofJsr d. It is seen
from Fig. 3(b) that the experimental uncertainties forT0 are
within ±0.05°C, which are caused mainly by ambient tem-
perature drifts during the measurements over a time period of
several weeks. It should be pointed out that, while the dy-
namic equations for turbulent convection are invariant
against a constant temperature shift, the actual measurement
of Tsr ,td is conducted at a givenT0. For a different value of

T0, the correspondingTsr ,td will be different so that the
resulting temperature fluctuationsdT0sr ,td=Tsr ,td−T0 re-
main unchanged(for fixed values of Ra and Pr). Therefore,
in the actual experiment one has to determine the reference
temperatureT0 accurately in order to obtain the correct ab-
solute value ofJsr d.

In addition to the convective contribution, the local heat
flux also contains a diffusive contribution[18]

Jdsr d = −
=kTsr ,tdltH

DT
, s2d

where¹kTsr ,tdlt is the time-averaged temperature gradient
at positionr , and the local diffusive fluxJdsr d defined in Eq.
(2) is also normalized by the conductive heat fluxkDT/H.
The maximum temperature gradient occurs near the upper
and lower thermal boundary layers, in which one finds
¹kTsz=0dlt.]kTl /]zuwall.−DT/ s2dd and thus sJddzuwall

.H / s2dd [18]. It was shown[26] that at Ra=3.63109, d

.0.8 mm, and thus the correspondingsJddzuwall.128 [27].
As mentioned above, the thermal boundary layer occupies
only a thin region near the conducting surfaces and the tur-
bulent bulk region is essentially isothermal[16,18]. Because
of the lateral separation of warm and cold plumes, a small
temperature gradient was indeed found in thex direction[6].
At Ra=3.33109, we have]kTl /]xubulk.1.3 mK/mm and
thussJddxubulk.1.6310−2 (for DT=17°C). This is a negligi-
bly small number compared with the local convective heat
flux in the bulk region. In the following, we focus exclu-
sively on the local convective heat flux(local heat flux or
local flux for short) unless otherwise specified.

B. Spatial distribution of the local convective heat flux

1. A=1 cell

We now discuss the measurements ofJsr d in the rotation
plane of the LSC. Some of the results have been reported
briefly in a Letter[28]. For the horizontal scan(HS) shown
in Fig. 1(b), we measure the vertical fluxJzsxd and the hori-
zontal flux Jysxd out of the rotation plane. For the vertical
scan(VS), we can measure all three flux componentsJxszd,
Jyszd, andJzszd. Figure 4(a) shows the measuredJzsxd (solid
circles) andJysxd (open circles) as a function of the normal-
ized horizontal positionx/D at Ra=3.63109. It is seen that
the heat flux across the midplane of the cell is predominantly
in the vertical direction and the horizontal heat flux is negli-
gible. The vertical heat flux is concentrated in the sidewall
region. It is found that the amplitude of the vertical flux
profile Jzsxd increases with Ra but its shape remains un-
changed in the Ra range studied. Figure 4(b) displays the
normalizedJzsxd by its peak valueJ0 at three different values
of Ra. It is seen that all the measuredJzsxd /J0 can be super-
posed on a single master curve. The vertical flux at the cell
center is small but is definitely nonzero. It accounts for ap-
proximately 5% of the peak valueJ0 near the sidewall. Using
the estimated uncertainty of 0.05°C fordT0, we calculate the
error bar forJzsxd. It is seen from Fig. 4(a) that the measured
Jzsxd near the sidewall has a relatively larger error bar com-

FIG. 3. (a) Measured histograms of the temperature fluctuations
at the cell center(circles) and near the sidewall(triangles). (b)

Profiles of the local average temperatureT̄ (solid circles) and the
most probable temperatureT0 (open circles) as a function ofx/D.
The solid line is an average baseline forT0. All the measurements
are made in theA=1 cell at Ra=6.03109.
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pared with that in the central region. This is because the
vertical velocity near the sidewall is larger than that near the
cell center.

From the measured heat flux profileJzsxd, one can esti-
mate the total heat flux across the entire horizontal plan at
the midheight of the cell. By assumingJzsxd is azimuthally
symmetric, we have

Nu˜ =
2

sD/2d2E
0

D/2

Jzsxdxdx, s3d

whereD /2 is the radius of the convection cell. Using Eq.(3)
and the measured heat flux profiles, we obtain Nu˜ for four
different values of Ra studied in the experiment. Table I

compares the calculated Nu˜ with the Nusselt number Nu
measured in theA=1 cell [26] and in theA=0.5 cell[16,29]
both filled with water. It was found[26] that the measured
Nu in theA=1 cell can be described by an effective power
law Nu=0.19 Ra0.28, which is used in Table I. The heat flux
profile Jzsxd shown in Fig. 4(a) contains several repeating
measurements and thus is the most accurate one among the
four profiles measured so far. One can estimate the error bar

of Nu˜ using the experimental uncertainty of ±0.05°C fordT0

at each position. For Ra=3.63109 we havedNu˜ /Nu˜ .0.14,
which is somewhat larger than the corresponding error bar
for the measured Nus,5%d. It is seen from Table I that the

relative difference between the calculated Nu˜ and the mea-
sured Nu in theA=1 cell is all within the estimated uncer-
tainty. To further examine whether the heat flux profileJzsxd
in a titled cylindrical cell is azimuthally symmetric, one
needs to measureJzsxd in different azimuthal planes.

The dashed curve in Fig. 4(a) shows the calculatedJzsxd
when the local average temperatureT̄, instead of the most
probable temperatureT0, is used as the reference tempera-
ture. In fact, one can decompose the temperature fluctuation

dT0sr ,td in Eq. (1) into two parts,dT0sr ,td=fTsr ,td−T̄sr dg
+fT̄sr d−T0g;dTsr ,td+fT̄sr d−T0g, wheredT is the tempera-

ture fluctuation relative to the local mean andfT̄sr d−T0g is
the time-averaged local temperature deviation from the com-
mon reference temperatureT0 [see Fig. 3(b)]. By further de-
composing the local velocity asvzsr ,td= v̄zsr d+dvzsr ,td and
substituting these decompositions into Eq.(1), we have

Jzsxd =
v̄zsxdfT̄sxd − T0gH

kDT
+

kdvzsx,tddTsx,tdltH

kDT
, s4d

where the first termv̄zsxdfT̄sxd−T0gH / skDTd is the contribu-
tion from the mean flow and the second term
kdvzsx,tddTsx,tdltH / skDTd results from the local velocity
fluctuations. The dashed curve in Fig. 4(a) represents
kdvzsx,tddTsx,tdltH / skDTd, because kv̄zsxddTsx,tdlt=0.
Therefore, the difference between the solid circles and the

dashed curve isv̄zsxdfT̄sxd−T0gH / skDTd, which approaches
zero in the central region of the cell. Near the sidewall, how-

ever, the contribution ofv̄zsxdfT̄sxd−T0gH / skDTd can be as
large as 73% of the totalJzsxd. It should be pointed out that
both the mean flow and the velocity fluctuations are gener-
ated by the thermal plumes[6,8,19,30]. The decomposition
of the local heat fluxJz in Eq. (4) suggests that the Ra de-
pendence ofJz is determined by two different velocity scales
and two temperature scales.

Figure 5(a) shows the measured vertical fluxJzszd (open
circles) and two horizontal fluxesJxszd (solid circles) and
Jyszd (triangles) along the central axis of the cell. Contrary to
the situation near the sidewall, heat transport near the center

FIG. 4. (a) Measured vertical flux profileJzsxd (solid circles)
and horizontal flux profileJysxd (open circles) as a function ofx/D
at Ra=3.63109. The dashed curve shows the calculatedJzsxd using

the local average temperatureT̄ as the reference temperature(see
text). (b) Normalized vertical flux profileJzsxd /J0 as a function of
x/D at Ra=1.83109 (triangles), 3.63109 (diamonds), and 6.0
3109 (circles). All the measurements are made in theA=1 cell.

TABLE I. Comparison between the calculated Nu˜ and the mea-
sured Nu in theA=1 cell (first three Rayleigh numbers) and in the
A=0.5 cell(last Rayleigh number). The values of the measured Nu
are taken from Ref.[26] (A=1 cell) and Refs.[16,29] (A=0.5 cell).

Ra Calculated Nu˜ Measured Nu

1.83109 66 74

3.63109 93 90

6.03109 103 104

2.831010 150 182
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of the lower conducting surface is dominated by the horizon-
tal flux along the direction of the LSC and the vertical flux is
small. When compared with Fig. 4(a), we find thatJxszd
peaks at a location much closer to the cell boundary and the
width of the peak is narrower as well. The amplitude of the
measuredJxszd is found to increase with Ra but its shape
remains unchanged in the Ra range studied. This is clearly
shown in Fig. 5(b). It is found that the peak position of the
measuredJxszd scales with the thermal boundary layer thick-
nessd. Lui and Xia [26] have shown that the measuredd at
the cell center can be well described by an effective power
law d=425 Ra−0.285mm. Figures 4 and 5 thus suggest that
heat transport in the aspect-ratio-1 cell is carried out prima-
rily along the cell periphery in the direction of the LSC. It
should be noted that, because the local convective heat trans-
port over the conducting surface is not uniform, the heat flux
profiles such as those shown in Fig. 5 may vary with the
lateral position on the lower conducting surface.

2. A=0.5 cell

Figure 6(a) shows the measured vertical fluxJzsxd (solid
circles) and horizontal fluxJysxd (open circles) across the

cell diameter in the midplane of the cell. Figure 6(b) shows
the measuredJzszd (open circles) and Jxszd (solid circles)
along the central axis of the cell. It is seen that the main
features of the heat flux profiles measured in theA=0.5 cell
are similar to those in theA=1 cell. The vertical heat flux
across the midplane of the cell is concentrated in the sidewall
region and the horizontal heat flux is negligible. The convec-
tive heat transport near the center of the lower conducting
surface is still dominated by the horizontal flux along the
direction of the LSC and the vertical flux is small. The mea-
sured flux profiles in theA=0.5 cell show somewhat larger
scatter, because the large-scale flow in theA=0.5 cell is not
very stable and wobbles slowly in time even when the cell is
tilted at a slightly larger angle[6]. As a result, the calculated

Nu˜ using the measuredJzsxd in Fig. 6(a) shows a larger de-
viation s,18%d from the measured Nu than those obtained
in the A=1 cell (see Table I).

Figures 4–6 clearly show that the local convective heat
flux in a closed cell is neither homogeneous nor isotropic.
The spatial inhomogeneity and anisotropy are caused by the
non uniform distribution of the thermal plumes in the cell.
Our recent temperature and velocity measurements[6,8]
showed that the thermal plumes in a closed cell organize
themselves in such a way that warm plumes accumulate on

FIG. 5. (a) Measured vertical flux profileJzszd (open circles) and
two horizontal flux profilesJxszd (solid circles) andJyszd (triangles)
as a function ofz/H. The measurements are made at Ra=3.6
3109. (b) Normalized horizontal flux profileJxszd /J0 as a function
of z/d at Ra=1.83109 (triangles, d=0.98 mm), 3.63109 (dia-
monds,d=0.80 mm), and 6.03109 (circles, d=0.69 mm). All the
measurements are made in theA=1 cell.

FIG. 6. (a) Measured vertical flux profileJzsxd (solid circles)
and horizontal flux profileJysxd (open circles) as a function ofx/D.
(b) Measured vertical flux profileJzszd (open circles) and horizontal
flux profile Jxszd (solid circles) as a function ofz/H. All the mea-
surements are made in theA=0.5 cell and at Ra=2.831010.
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one side of the cell and cold plumes concentrate on the op-
posite side of the cell. The spatial separation of warm and
cold plumes and the resulting LSC provide a fast channel
along the cell periphery for the transport of heat. This physi-
cal picture explains why the plume-dominated sidewall re-
gion coincides with the “peak region,” in which bothJzsxd
andvz reach maximum. Clearly, this is a self-organizing pro-
cess in that the plume separation and LSC help each other
and they are no longer independent of each other any more.
Because velocity fluctuations in the central region are strong,
most thermal plumes are mixed up in that region. Neverthe-
less, there are still some unmixed warm and cold plumes left,
which give rise to a nonzeroJz in the region.

C. Fluctuations of the local convective heat flux

In Eq. (1) we define the time-averaged local convective
heat fluxJsr d. Using the simultaneous velocity and tempera-
ture data, we can also obtain the instantaneous convective
heat flux

j sr ,td =
fvsr ,tddT0sr ,tdgH

kDT
, s5d

with kj sr ,tdlt=Jsr d. In calculating jzsr ,td, we use the con-
vention that warm fluctuationssdT0.0d produce positive
flux if their velocities are in the upward directionsvz.0d.
With this definition, both the rising warm plumes and the
falling cold plumes contribute to a positive fluxjzsr ,td.0.
In this section, we discuss the statistical properties of the
measuredjzsr ,td at three representative locations in the con-
vection cell. As indicated in Fig. 1(b), the three locations are
marked as position 1(at the cell center), position 2(near the
sidewall), and position 3(near the center of the lower con-
ducting surface). Because the behavior of the flux fluctua-
tions in theA=0.5 cell is found to be similar to that in the
A=1 cell, we focus our attention hereinafter to the measure-
ments in theA=1 cell.

1. At the cell center

Figure 7 shows the time series data for the temperature
fluctuationdTstd, horizontal velocityvystd, vertical velocity
vzstd, horizontal flux fluctuationj ystd, and vertical flux fluc-
tuation jzstd at the cell center(top to bottom curves). Tem-
perature fluctuations at the cell center show irregular sharp
spikes of variable heights. Many of the large spikes are pro-
duced by the thermal plumes passing through the tempera-
ture probe. They are symmetric relative to the local mean
fluid temperature. The measured temperature histogram
HsdTd has a simple(symmetric) exponential form (not
shown), which has been observed previously in other con-
vection experiments[1,31]. The mean velocity at the cell
center is zero, and fluctuations of both the horizontal and
vertical velocity components are symmetric relative to the
zero mean. The measured velocity histograms in both direc-
tions are found to have a Gaussian shape(not shown), which
has also been observed in recent experiments[6,19].

A key signature of the plume-generated temperature fluc-
tuations is their correlation with the resulting vertical veloc-

ity fluctuations. This is because, when a cold plume falls(or
a warm plume rises) through the central region, it always
entrains the surrounding fluid in the downward(or upward)
direction. Because both the cold and warm plumes produce
positive fluxes in the vertical direction, the measuredjzsr ,td
becomes highly skewed toward the positive direction, even
though the temperature and velocity fluctuations themselves
are symmetric. This is clearly shown in Fig. 7. The measured
j ysr ,td, on the other hand, are symmetric relative to the zero
mean, indicating that no such correlation exists between the
temperature and horizontal velocity fluctuations. Figure 7
thus demonstrates that heat transport in turbulent convection
is indeed driven by the bouyancy forces associated with the
thermal plumes.

Figure 8(a) shows the measured histograms of the two
horizontal flux fluctuations,Hs jxd /H0 andHs j yd /H0 as func-
tions of jx/sx and j y/sy, respectively. To display the histo-
grams measured at different values of Ra in the same graph,
we normalize the histograms by their maximum valueH0,
and the flux variablesjx and j y are normalized by their stan-
dard deviationssx and sy, respectively. It is seen that the
measuredHs j yd andHs jxd are symmetric and the mean val-
ues of jx and j y are zerofJxsr d=Jysr d=0g. The measured
Hs j yd /H0 andHs jxd /H0 for different values of Ra can all be
brought into coincidence, oncej y and jx are scaled by their
rms values. Plots ofHs jxd /H0 vs jx/sx [and Hs j yd /H0 vs
j y/sx] remain unchanged in the Ra range studied and onlysx

FIG. 7. Time series measurements of the temperature fluctuation
dTstd, horizontal velocityvystd, vertical velocity vzstd, horizontal
flux fluctuation j ystd, and vertical flux fluctuationjzstd at the center
of the A=1 cell (top to bottom curves). All the measurements are
made at Ra=3.63109.
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(andsy) changes with Ra. The measured histograms have a
universal form, which can be described by a stretched expo-
nential functionHs jd /H0=expf−as j /sdbg, with a=3.1 and
b=0.5. The solid curve in Fig. 8(b) shows the fit. The fact
that the measuredHs jxd /H0 and Hs j yd /H0 have the same
shape suggests that fluctuations of the local heat flux in the
two horizontal directions are statistically the same.

Figure 9 shows the measured histograms of the vertical
flux fluctuationHs jzd /H0 as a function ofjz/sz for different
values of Ra. Again,Hs jzd /H0 in the Ra range studied has the

same shape, oncejz is scaled by its rms valuesz. An impor-
tant difference between the horizontal and vertical flux fluc-
tuations is that fluctuations of the vertical heat flux are asym-
metric, with more fluctuations in the positive direction. The
net gain of the positive fluctuations gives rise to a small
mean value for the vertical heat flux at the cell center. It is
seen that the asymmetry occurs mainly in the tail part of
Hs j zd /H0. As discussed above, this asymmetry is caused by
the correlated temperature and velocity signals, which are
generated by a small number of energetic warm and cold
plumes remaining in the central region.

2. Near the sidewall

Figure 10 shows the time series data for the temperature
fluctuationdTstd, horizontal velocityvystd, vertical velocity
vzstd, horizontal flux fluctuationj ystd, and vertical flux fluc-
tuation jzstd near the sidewall(top to bottom curves). The
measurements are made at position 2 shown in Fig. 1(b),
which is in the midplane of the cell and 9 mm away from the
sidewall. This is the position at which the measuredJzsxd
reaches maximum[see Fig. 4(a)]. In contrast to the situation
at the cell center, temperature fluctuations near the sidewall
are highly skewed toward one direction. Most of the large
upward going spikes are associated with the rising warm

FIG. 8. (a) Measured histograms of the two horizontal flux fluc-
tuationsHs j yd /H0 and Hs jxd /H0 as functions ofjx/sx and j y/sy,
respectively. All the measurements are made at the center of the
A=1 cell. The values of Ra are 9.83108, 1.83109, 2.63109, 3.6
3109, and 6.03109 (eight curves in total). (b) Measured histo-
grams Hs j yd /H0 (open circles) and Hs jxd /H0 (open triangles) at
Ra=3.63109. The solid curve shows the fitted functionHs jd /H0

=expf−as j /sdbg, with a=3.1 andb=0.5 (s is a known parameter).

FIG. 9. Measured histograms of the vertical flux fluctuation
Hs jzd /H0 as a function ofjz/sz at the center of theA=1 cell. The
values of Ra are 1.83109, 2.63109, 3.63109, 4.83109, 6.0
3109, and 7.63109 (six curves in total).

FIG. 10. Time series measurements of the temperature fluctua-
tion dTstd, horizontal velocityvystd, vertical velocityvzstd, horizon-
tal flux fluctuation j ystd, and vertical flux fluctuationjzstd near the
sidewall of theA=1 cell (top to bottom curves). All the measure-
ments are made at Ra=3.63109.
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plumes in the region. It is seen that the thermal plumes do
not arrive randomly; rather, they arrive in groups with a well-
defined frequency. Qiu and Tong[7,8] have shown that such
an oscillation is caused by the alternating emission of cold
and warm plumes between the upper and lower boundary
layers. When they move up in the sidewall region, the warm
plumes entrain the surrounding fluid and produce a mean
flow in the vertical direction. It is seen from Fig. 10 that the
resulting vertical velocityvz follows the temperature oscilla-
tion well. It is also seen that the horizontal velocityvy has a
zero mean value and oscillates at the same frequency as that
of the temperature oscillation[19]. A similar oscillation is
also observed in the measured vertical flux fluctuationjzstd.

Figure 11(a) shows the measured flux autocorrelation
function Cstd=k jzstd jzst+tdl / s jzdrms

2 as a function of delay
time t (bottom curve). For comparison, we also display the
autocorrelation functions of the two velocity components
vystd and vzstd and the temperature fluctuationdT in Fig.
11(a). The measured correlation functions share some com-
mon features but also show differences. First, there exists a
well-defined oscillation frequency, which is the same for all
the correlation functions. Second, the oscillation amplitude
of the correlation functions changes with delay timet. For
the flux and temperature autocorrelation functions, the oscil-
lation amplitude decays with time, indicating that the tem-
perature oscillation has a finite coherence timetc [7,8]. The
value of tc can be obtained simply by counting how many

oscillation cycles are in the measuredCstd. The velocity os-
cillations, on the other hand, have a much longer coherence
time. Figure 11(b) displays the measuredCstd for vystd over
longer delay timet. It is seen that the oscillation amplitude
decays in the first 500 s or so and then continues to oscillate
almost indefinitely. The autocorrelation function forvzstd
(not shown) shows a similar behavior. Funfschilling and Ahl-
ers [32] reported recently that the velocity autocorrelation
function near the conducting surface exhibits the similar be-
havior. The slowly varying amplitude modulation, as shown
in Fig. 11(b), suggests that the velocity oscillation has a nar-
row bandwidth, which produces frequency beating[33]. It is
clearly seen from Figs. 10 and 11 that the measuredjzstd
oscillates with the same frequency and phase as those of the
temperature fluctuations. The two figures thus further dem-
onstrate that the local heat transport in turbulent convection
over the parameter range explored is indeed carried out by
the thermal plumes. The oscillatory behavior of the local heat
flux is not observed in the global measurement of the Nusselt
number, as the spatial averaging over the entire convecting
fluid can smooth out the local flux variations.

Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show, respectively, the normal-
ized histograms of the horizontal fluxj y and vertical fluxjz
near the sidewall. Similar to the situation at the cell center,
the measured histograms for different values of Ra can all be
brought into coincidence, oncej y and jz are scaled, respec-

FIG. 11. (a) Measured autocorrelation functionCstd for the
horizontal velocityvystd, vertical velocityvzstd, temperature fluctua-
tion dTstd, and vertical flux fluctuationjzstd (top to bottom curves).
The measurements are made near the sidewall of theA=1 cell and
at Ra=3.63109. For clarity, the origin of the vertical axis for the
top two curves and the bottom one is shifted by an amount of 0.6,
0.2, and −0.2, respectively.(b) MeasuredCstd for the horizontal
velocity vystd over longer delay timet. The experimental conditions
remain the same as the above.

FIG. 12. (a) Measured histograms of the horizontal flux fluctua-
tion Hs j yd /H0 as a function ofj y/sy. (b) Measured histograms of
the vertical flux fluctuationHs jzd /H0 as a function ofjz/sz. All the
measurements are made near the sidewall of theA=1 cell. The
values of Ra are 1.83109, 3.63109, and 6.03109.
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tively, by their rms valuessy and sz. Plots ofHs j yd /H0 vs
j y/sy [and Hs jzd /H0 vs jz/sz] remain unchanged in the Ra
range studied and onlysy (and sz) changes with Ra. It is
seen from Fig. 12 that fluctuations of the horizontal fluxj y
(out of the rotation plane of the LSC) are symmetric and
their mean value is approximately zero. Fluctuations of the
vertical flux jz, on the other hand, are highly skewed toward
the positive direction. The net gain of the positive fluctua-
tions gives rise to a large mean vertical heat flux near the
sidewall. It is also seen that the measuredHs jzd /H0 has a
long decay tail, indicating that the flux fluctuations produced
by the thermal plumes contain some large but rare events.

In Fig. 13 we compare the vertical flux histogramHs jzd
(open triangles) with the horizontal flux histogramHs j yd
(open circles) measured at Ra=3.63109. It is seen that nega-
tive flux fluctuations in the two directions are approximately
the same, whereas positive flux fluctuations in the vertical
direction (parallel to gravity) are much larger than those in
the horizontal direction. Figure 13 suggests that the mea-
sured jz contains both the correlated(active) and uncorre-
lated (passive) fluctuations. The negative fluctuations to-
gether with their symmetric counterpart of small positive
fluctuations are produced by uncorrelated temperature and
velocity signals. These fluctuations are approximately the
same as those in the horizontal direction and do not contrib-
ute to the local heat transport. Similar to the situation at the
cell center, the measuredHs j yd near the sidewall can also be
described by a stretched exponential functionHs j yd /H0

=expf−as j y/sydbg. The solid curve in Fig. 13 shows the fit
with a=2.42 andb=0.58 (sy=88 is a known parameter).
The value ofb obtained near the sidewall is slightly larger
than that obtained in the central region.

The correlated temperature and velocity signals are gen-
erated by the thermal plumes and produce large positive fluc-
tuations of jz, which give rise to a large mean value of the
vertical heat flux. It is seen from Fig. 10 that the instanta-
neous vertical fluxjz near the sidewall(bottom curve) is
highly skewed with many upward going spikes superposed

on an average base line. Most of the large spikes are associ-
ated with the rising warm plumes at position 2. While the
input heating power is constant(at a fixed Ra) and uniform
across the entire conducting surface, the release of this power
to the convecting fluid viajz is often concentrated in small
time intervals or in localized regions. Near the sidewall the
most probable events, defined byu jz/szuø0.1, account for
only ,36% of the total population. In the central region,
however, this number increases to,50%. It is seen from
Fig. 13 that some rare fluctuations(produced by the energetic
plumes) can carry an instantaneous heat flux as large as
2000. This value is more than 20 times larger than the aver-
age heating fluxsNu.93d. The measuredHs j zd is found to
be highly non-Gaussian and exhibits an exponential-like tail.

3. Near the lower conducting surface

Figure 14 shows the time series data for the temperature
fluctuation dTstd, two horizontal velocity componentsvxstd
andvystd, and two horizontal flux fluctuationsjxstd and j ystd
near the lower conducting surface(top to bottom curves).
The measurements are made at position 3 shown in Fig. 1(b),
which is atz=1.1 mm above the center of the lower conduct-
ing plate. This is the position at which the measuredJxszd
reaches maximum. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the peak position
of the measuredJxszd scales with the thermal boundary layer

FIG. 13. Comparison between the vertical flux histogramHs jzd
(open triangles) and the horizontal flux histogramHs j yd (open
circles) near the sidewall. The measurements are made at Ra=3.6
3109. The solid curve shows a fit to the open circles and the fitted
function is Hs j yd /H0=expf−as j y/sydbg with a=2.42 andb=0.58
(sy=88 is a known parameter).

FIG. 14. Time series measurements of the temperature fluctua-
tion dTstd, two horizontal velocity componentsvxstd andvystd, and
two horizontal flux fluctuationsjxstd and j ystd near the lower con-
ducting surface of theA=1 cell (top to bottom curves). All the
measurements are made at Ra=3.63109.
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thicknessd, and the flux profile decays quickly to zero when
z is moved away from the bottom plate. Similar to the situ-
ation near the sidewall, temperature fluctuations near the bot-
tom plate are highly skewed toward the positive direction,
indicating that there are many warm plumes erupting from
the lower thermal boundary layer. It is found that the ampli-
tude of the temperature fluctuations near the bottom plate is
more than four times larger than that near the sidewall(see
Fig. 10). As they travel from the bottom plate to the sidewall
region, the warm plumes lose their potential energy(propor-
tional todT) but gain kinetic energy(which is proportional to
vz

2). The velocity field near the bottom plate differs from that
near the sidewall[6]. It is seen that the dominant mean flow
near the bottom plate is in thex direction, whereas the mean
value of the other two velocity componentsvy and vz (not
shown) is very small. In fact, the horizontal mean flowsvxd
near the bottom plate is a part of the LSC, which spans the
height of the convection cell. It is seen from Fig. 14 that it is
this large-scale circulation which correlates with the tem-
perature fluctuations produced by the thermal plumes. The
strong correlation gives rise to a large positive heat fluxs jxd
along the direction of the LSC. It is found that the typical
amplitude ofjx near the bottom plate is more than two times
larger than that ofjz near the sidewall(see Fig. 10).

Figure 15 compares the two horizontal flux histograms
Hs jxd (open triangles) andHs j yd (open circles), measured at
Ra=3.63109. It is seen that the measuredj y fluctuates sym-
metrically and its mean value is approximately zero. Similar
to the situation near the sidewall, the measuredHs j yd near
the bottom plate can also be described by a stretched expo-
nential function, Hs j yd /H0=expf−as j y/sydbg. The solid
curve in Fig. 15 shows the fit witha=2.59 andb=0.58
(sy=174 is a known parameter). The value ofb obtained
near the bottom plate is the same as that obtained near the
sidewall. Fluctuations ofj x, on the other hand, are highly
skewed toward the positive direction, giving rise to a net
mean flux in thex direction. It is seen that negative flux
fluctuations in the two horizontal directions are approxi-

mately the same, whereas positive flux fluctuations along the
direction of the LSC are much larger than those in they
direction. Figure 15 thus further demonstrates that the large
positive flux fluctuations result from the correlated tempera-
ture and velocity signals, which are generated by the thermal
plumes. By comparing Fig. 15 with Fig. 13, we find that both
the correlateds+jxd and uncorrelateds j yd flux fluctuations
near the lower conducting surface are approximately twice as
large as those near the sidewall.

IV. SUMMARY

We have carried out a systematic study of local convec-
tive heat transport in turbulent thermal convection. The local
convective heat flux is obtained from simultaneous measure-
ments of the local velocity and temperature in two cylindri-
cal cells filled with water. The measurements were conducted
at a fixed Prandtl numbersPr.5.5d and over varying Ray-
leigh numberss109&Ra&331010d and spatial positions
across the entire convection cell. From the spatial measure-
ments of the time-averaged local convective heat flux, we
obtain an interesting physical picture of the dynamics in tur-
bulent convection. It is found that the local convective heat
transport in turbulent convection over the parameter range
studied is carried out primarily by the thermal plumes. The
thermal plumes organize themselves in a closed cell in such
a way that warm plumes accumulate on one side of the cell
and cold plumes concentrate on the opposite side of the cell.
The spatial separation of warm and cold plumes and the re-
sulting large-scale circulation provide a fast channel along
the cell periphery for the transport of heat. In the central
region, velocity fluctuations are large, and most thermal
plumes are mixed up. Nevertheless, there still exist some
unmixed thermal plumes in the region, which give rise to a
small convective heat flux in the vertical direction. The ex-
periment reveals that the nonuniform spatial distribution of
the local convective heat flux is generated by a unique dis-
tribution of the thermal plumes in a closed cell and thus
settles a long-debated issue on how heat is transported in
small-aspect-ratio cells[1–4].

With the simultaneous velocity and temperature data, we
have also obtained the instantaneous local convective heat
flux j sr ,td and studied its statistical properties at three rep-
resentative locations in the cell. A careful comparison be-
tween the local flux fluctuations near the conducting plate
and near the sidewall provides important insights into the
dynamic evolution of the thermal plumes, as they travel
along the large-scale circulation. It is found that the mea-
suredj sr ,td contains both uncorrelated(passive) and corre-
lated(active) fluctuations. The former are symmetric fluctua-
tions produced by uncorrelated temperature and velocity
signals(turbulent background) and do not contribute to the
average value of the local convective heat flux. These fluc-
tuations are approximately isotropic and their histograms
have a common form, which can be described by a stretched
exponential function,Hs jd=H0expf−as j /sdbg. The value of
b obtained in the central region is 0.5 and that obtained in
the plume-dominated region near the sidewall and near the
bottom plate is 0.58. The latter are large positive fluctuations

FIG. 15. Comparison between the two horizontal flux histo-
gramsHs jxd (open triangles) andHs j yd (open circles) near the lower
conducting surface at Ra=3.63109. The solid curve shows a fit to
the open circles and the fitted function isHs j yd /H0=exp
3f−as j y/sydbg with a=2.59 andb=0.58 (sy=174 is a known
parameter).
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produced by the correlated temperature and velocity signals.
They arise only in the vertical direction parallel to gravity
and are associated with the thermal plumes in the region.
These fluctuations give rise to a large mean value of the
vertical heat flux. It is found that the large positive flux fluc-
tuations occur more often in the plume-dominated region
(near the sidewall and near the conducting surface) and their
histograms exhibit an exponential-like tail. Some rare fluc-
tuations produced by the energetic plumes in the region can
carry an instantaneous heat flux 20 times larger than the
mean heating flux.
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